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Reliable power grids require safe junctions. Kabeldon 
solutions are tried, tested and proven to be of world class 
quality. With over a century of experience in the cable 
accessory field, ABB sets the standard for cable accessories. 
Then, now and in the future.  

Reliable junctions
Modern society depends on reliable cable networks being 
able to continously supply electric power without breakdowns. 
Regardless of the type of cable you work with, you will find 
the right accessory at ABB. Our product range includes cable 
joints, cable terminations and cable connectors for all kinds of
connections between cables and equipment, such as air or
gas-insulated switchgear, transformers etc.

It pays to choose cable accessories with care 
Kabeldon cable accessories are used in power cable net-
works worldwide for a reason. Safe junctions equals better 
grid reliability and this, as well as lower costs from easier and 
quicker installations, means major savings in the long term.

Experience and expertise
We have been developing and manufacturing cable accesso-
ries for more than 100 years and when high voltage XLPE- 
insulated cables began to be used over 50 years ago, we 
were involved from the outset. Since then we have always 
been at the forefront of developments.

Proven design and technology
Our core competencies include, conductor contact technol-
ogy, thermal properties, electrical stress control, polymeric 
materials, creepage current control and environmental protec-
tion. Our knowledge and experience is behind our choice to 
use bolt technology to ensure a safe and reliable connection 
between cable and accessory and our choice to premold or 
prefabricate our products prior to delivery. This makes the 
installations faster and easier and reduces the risk for faults.

Kabeldon Cable Accessories 1–420 kV
Safety by Simplicity 

Manufacture of premolded cable connectors

High voltage testing facility

Production
Products from the Kabeldon range of cable accessories 
are premolded in one piece. The premolded products 
integrate vital parts and functions such as electrical field 
control. The fact that the products are premolded also 
enables routine testing and high voltage quality testing at 
factory.

Safety by simplicity
Successful product development requires proper re-
sources. We have a chemistry laboratory, well equipped 
high voltage and high current laboratories as well as high 
voltage routine testing in our facilities. Our focus when 
developing new products and solutions is always to keep 
it simple and to achieve the highest degree of safety pos-
sible, hence our watch words “safety by simplicity”.

Laboratory testing of rubber materials



ABB presents an innovative Kabeldon cable termination 
for 145 kV, TD 145.
  
A dry cable termination
ABB has long experience in the area of HV cable accessories, 
and has always led the field in research and development. 
Our latest invention is a dry self supporting outdoor Kabeldon 
cable termination for 145 kV. The dry insulation is made from 
an electrical insulating silicone compound and is pre-installed 
from factory.

"Kabeldon 'plug and play' cable 
termination, ready to be installed  

right out of the box"
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Pre-assembled
The new cable termination is based on reliable and proven 
technology  and is, as all Kabeldon cable accessories, simple 
and safe to install. The risk of jointing errors is reduced to a 
minimum by having all critical parts pre-assembled in factory. 

"Plug and play"
Since the termination is pre-assembled and the insulating sili-
cone compound is pre-installed, the installation is faster than 
ever before. TD 145 is ready to be installed "right out of the 
box". It is of "plug and play" type and is essentially installed 
by just mounting it directly on to the prepared cable.

Kabeldon Cable Accessories 1–420 kV
Innovative Cable Termination for 145 kV, TD 145

New dry self supporting Kabeldon cable termination for 145 kV, TD 145

Substation with innovative Kabeldon cable termination TD 145

TD 145, Critical parts pre-assembled and delivered as one unit
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